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Congressional Budget Resolution for FY 2016 
 
 
“The budget conference agreement…will represent one of the most radical budget plans that 
lawmakers have adopted since they created the modern budget process in 1974. That’s no 
exaggeration. If they follow this plan, lawmakers would eviscerate substantial parts of the 
federal government – including parts that have previously enjoyed bipartisan support…Consider: 

• More than doubling the sequestration cuts: Not content with the damaging cuts under 
sequestration, which is slated to return in full force in 2016, the plan would more than 
double the cuts in non-defense discretionary programs over the coming decade. These 
programs include education, job training, infrastructure, scientific research, veterans’ 
health care, child care, and many other important areas. Starting in 2016, sequestration 
will cut them by an average of $37 billion a year…The new agreement adds another $496 
billion in cuts over the coming decade – an average of another $50 billion a year… 

• Robin Hood in reverse: The agreement imposes the large majority of its budget cuts on 
programs for low- and modest-income Americans, even though such programs constitute 
less than one-fourth of federal spending. The plan would cause tens of millions of people 
to become uninsured or underinsured, cut support for working-poor families, and make 
it harder for millions of modest-income students to afford college. 

The plan would likely weaken long-term economic growth by slashing funding for areas like 
education, research, and infrastructure that help promote growth. It would reduce opportunity 
by making college less affordable for students of modest means. It would increase poverty due to 
its deep cuts in health, nutrition, and other supports for the least fortunate Americans. And it 
would widen inequality that’s already at or near its highest levels in nearly a century.” 
--Robert Greenstein, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, April 29, 20151  
 
The budget resolution2 for Fiscal Year 2016 recently approved by the House and Senate 
contained the following major provisions: 
 
1. Calls for repeal of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”), and all of its benefit 
expansions, for a ten-year cut of $2.273 trillion (including $800 billion by eliminating 
the expansion of Medicaid), but assumes all of the law’s revenue increases and 
Medicare savings (totaling approximately $2 trillion) will be retained.3 The 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that repeal of the law would ultimately lead 
to 25 million more low- and moderate-income Americans lacking health insurance 
coverage by 2020 than under current law.4 (Over a fifth—22.3%—of   unmarried women 
ages 18 and over were uninsured in 2013).5 Repeal would also mean loss of a number of 
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health insurance reforms, including: coverage for young adults ages 19-25 under their 
parents’ insurance plan (1.1 million young women have already benefitted from this 
provision); prohibition of the use of gender in determining premium costs, which ensures 
that women are not charged more than men for the same health coverage (prior to the 
Affordable Care Act, 92% of health insurance plans in the individual market were gender-
rated, usually resulting in women being charged more than men for the same coverage); 
prohibition of the denial of coverage based on pre-existing health conditions; and 
requirements for new health plans to provide coverage for preventive services (such as 
mammograms and prenatal care) with no co-payments or other cost-sharing (under which 
48.5 million women with private health insurance and 26.8 million covered by Medicare 
have already benefitted).6 

 
2. Achieves 63% of its non-defense cuts from programs targeted to people with low 
or modest incomes (including Medicaid, SNAP, and Pell Grants, among others) even 
though such programs account for just over one-fourth of non-defense spending.7 
These cuts include (over the next ten years): 

• Approximately $500 billion in reductions in the Medicaid program, in addition to the 
$800 million in cuts from repealing the ACA Medicaid expansion.8 The impact of 
Medicaid cuts would fall disproportionately on women, who comprise nearly 70% of 
adult Medicaid beneficiaries and hold 80% of Medicaid-supported jobs.9 

• Over $200 billion in cuts in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).10 
These cuts are being proposed in spite of evidence documenting the effectiveness 
of SNAP in alleviating hunger and poverty. For example, a 2014 report by the Census 
Bureau found that in 2013 SNAP kept over five million people above the poverty 
line,11 and a long-term study demonstrated that access to food stamps (the former 
name of the SNAP program) as a child significantly increased the economic self-
sufficiency of women as adults.12 

• $120 billion in cuts to Pell Grants for college tuition, resulting in a one-third 
reduction in this key program for making college more affordable for low-income 
students. 

• $4 billion in cuts to the Head Start early childhood education program, likely to 
result in eliminating Head Start services for 400,000 children over the next decade. 

• Potentially eliminates nutrition assistance for 1.2 million women, infants and 
children in the WIC program.13 

 
3. Increases costs to current Medicare beneficiaries through repeal of the Affordable 
Care Act and its provisions for closing the “donut hole” in Part D prescription drug 
coverage (under which 9.4 million seniors have saved over $15 billion to date) and 
providing preventive services without cost-sharing (39 million Medicare beneficiaries 
received such services in 2014),14 and retains House report language endorsing a plan 
to shift the risks of growing health care costs onto seniors by converting Medicare 
into a voucher program under which future Medicare beneficiaries would receive a 
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fixed premium-support payment toward the purchase of either a private health plan 
or traditional Medicare.15 A previous analysis of a similar voucher plan by the Center on 
Budget and Policy Priorities noted, “Over time, traditional Medicare would become less 
financially viable and could unravel – not because it was less efficient than the private 
plans, but because it was competing on an unlevel playing field in which private plans 
captured the healthier beneficiaries and incurred lower costs as a consequence.”16 
 
4. Increases defense spending by $170 billion through FY 2021 (by adding to the 
Overseas Contingency Operations account for war-related expenses) and by 
approximately $50 billion from FY 2022-FY 2025, while cutting non-defense spending 
by $4.4 trillion ($5.1 trillion if Interest savings are included) over the ten-year 
period.17 
 
5. Does not extend the expansions of the Earned Income Tax Credit and the Child Tax 
Credit (currently scheduled to expire in 2017), which provide 13 million low-income 
families with an average annual tax cut of approximately $900,18 while seeking no 
reductions in tax expenditures (the over $1 trillion a year in tax deductions, 
exclusions and credits that provide two-thirds of their benefits to the one-fifth of 
households with the highest incomes).19 
 
The final conference version of the FY 2016 budget resolution (S.Con.Res. 11) was approved 
by the House of Representatives on 4/30/15 by a vote of 226-197 (Roll Call #183—Yes: 226 
Republicans; No: 183 Democrats, 14 Republicans), and by the Senate on 5/5/15 by a 51-48 
margin (Record Vote #171—Yes: 51 Republicans; No: 44 Democrats, 2 Republicans, 2 
Independents).20 Action now shifts to Congressional action on appropriations and other 
legislation through which the Republican leadership in the House and Senate will seek to 
implement the provisions of the budget resolution. 
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